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Who we are 

We are a cloud based management system, that connects warehouses with current 
and new clients. We receive orders in any format from many sales channels in an 
efficient, clear process. Orders Now accepts orders in real time and saves time, 
money and risk due to technological incompatibility.   
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GROW YOUR BUSINESS 
Create a one-time connection with ORDERS NOW and 
Attract New Customers 
 
PROVIDE BETTER CUSTOMER SERVICE  
Create a real-time, visible connection between you and 
your customer with the                       dashboard and give 
your customers the tools to succeed  
 



Dashboard 

Create stronger connections with your customers by giving them reliable, 
real time data about their business. 
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Simple Tools for the Customer 

Track Orders & Returns 

View Inventory Levels 

Set-Up & Receive Alerts 

Manage Shipment Notifications 

Access Reports & Analysis 

View Pricing Data & Search SKU’s 

Provide your clients with a fully 
customizable e-commerce 
platform & special offers all in 
one place! 
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Customer Demands are Increasing 

Assist your customers by:  

Giving the data they need 

Order Volumes 

Pricing 

Competitive Analysis 

Inventory Levels 

Shipping Data 



Simple Tools for the Warehouse 
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Why we are 

The time it takes to ONboard a new customer is directly tied to how quickly revenue for 
the warehouse begins 

ONboarding costs range well into the thousands for warehouses and/or their customers 

In many cases customers are lost due to IT complexities during the on boarding process 

 

With Orders Now  
We make sure revenue is not lost during the ONboarding process 

We make sure you do not lose customers because of IT complexities 

We build a stronger relationship between the warehouse and their customer 

We give the warehouse an opportunity to bring on new customers like never before  
(fast and painless) 

We give you access to new customers 

All in an affordable way 
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The Orders Now Process 
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Connect to the ONdashboard 
in real time and update 
customer data instantly!  

Retailers can send orders directly 
from a marketplace in any format. 



The Set-up Process 

Step 1: Connect with Us  

Work with our implementation team to create a one-time, interface 
connection with OrdersNow. Its easy and we can do it for you if 
needed.  

 

Step 2: Setup dashboard for your customer 

Orders Now sets up a dashboard for your customer at no cost to 
them, assuring you’ll both be, literally, on the same page. 

 

Step 3: Start Processing Orders 

 

 
As you acquire new customers simply start again at step 2 and allow your 
customers the freedom to get you orders fast with minimal involvement. 
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Why Use Us 

Features 
No cost to you to implement 

Receive orders in all formats 

One Time connection 

Customer Management Tool 

OnBoard New Customers 

OnBoard Dashboard 

Track orders, Alerts, Returns, 
Reports, Pricing, Data, 
eCommerce Platform,  
Show Inventory 

Become Part of Warehouse Network 

 

Benefits 
Access to a new customer base 

Save Money  

Save Time 

Reduce Customer Churn 

OnBoard New Customers 

Better Customer Service 

Network Sales 

More Efficient 
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Common Industry Statements 

“I do not want to replace my WMS.” 

There is no need to replace your current system 

 

“Why not just use my current WMS without Orders Now?” 

Current WMSs lack the flexibility customers are looking for in  
order management 

  

“I don’t want to spend a lot on a new system.” 

We charge per transaction 

Normally no charge to the warehouse to hookup 
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Common Issues Resolved 

Customers: 
Requiring web services or complex IT integration 

Adding sales channels 

Requiring direct connection online markets (Half, Amazon, Buy, ect…) 

With no technology 

Who have order information in formats that don’t match any standard 

 

 Warehouses: 
That have limited or expensive IT support 

That have inflexible or limited WMSs 

That do not have a WMS 
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Strategy…Be an Orders Now Warehouse 

Adding select warehouses across the  
United States and International 

 

Participate Early 
We will be limiting the number of  
warehouses per region 

We will be directing retailers to  
Orders Now warehouses 

Multiple costs are currently covered  
by Orders Now 
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Contact Us: 
6310 Stevens Forest Road, #200 
Columbia, Maryland 21046 
(410) 423-0873 


